Hot topics for interviews with Asara Lovejoy, author of
The One Command
Contact 360.321.4842 or email (send to form)
• Asara has gone from down and out to leading the field in a
different approach to living – one that has brought her
worldwide success along with the thousands who are
learning her technique. She talks about theta – a brain
wave used by the rich and contented and successful
athletes – to mention a few - and how thinking in theta
applies to everyone in the success of their every day life.
• Her books, CD’s worldwide seminars Online Learning for
Success programs, teleseminars, webinars and national
tour of The One Day –The One Command event is
generating tremendous buzz and public response.
	
  

Hot topics:
• Why Positive Thinking Doesn’t Work
• Fearless living in a fearful world
• Repair Your Broken Family
• End the addictive debt syndrome
• Take your talent to the next Level
• Over the edge to success
• The 3 Secrets To Increasing Your Bankroll.
• Afraid of the IRS – What You Should Know.
• Stop Arguments Over Money
• Smart Talk With Your Teens That Get Results
• Put Your Panic Attacks To Rest In Moments
• Rich Brain - Poor Brain. Which brain are you using?
• Work Less And Make More Money.
• Facing Foreclosure? A new Solution!
• Is debt wrecking your sex life?
• Stop worrying about losing your money or your job.
• Have you lost confidence in the USA?
• Is high school sex out of control?
• Has the glass ceiling been broken?

• Have we destroyed the family in the USA?
• Are men smarter than women?	
  

Why is this different than positive thinking?
Isn’t our fate predetermined?
Isn’t it in my destiny to be rich or poor or to struggle?
I’ve worried all my life – can The One Command change that?
What do you mean command an answer?
Do I have to give up my religion?
Why are our brain waves important?
How many times do you have to make a command?
How does the theta brain wave make me rich?
How soon can I see results?
All I’ve ever seen is struggle how can change this in a moment?
I believe in this but my husband doesn’t.
Can I do this by myself and stay married?
How can this help to repair broken families?
Resolve problems with your teenager?
A teenager gets a job moments after she made a Command?
Live a great life in these difficult times?
• You say thinking in theta even improves your health	
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